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Abstract 

RF sputtered Hgj_^Cd^Te thin films were deposited on <111> silicon 

substrates. Different values of negative bias were applied to the film 

during growth. X-ray diffraction was used to investigate the crystal 

structure of tne films. Van Der Pauw and Hall measurements were used 

respectively to obtain resistivities and carrier concentrations of films 

at room temperature ( 300°K ). Carrier concentration variation with tem¬ 

perature was also measured. A series of films were deposited with dif¬ 

ferent substrate temperatures in order to investigate the effect on cry¬ 

stal structure and electrical properties. 

When substrate bias was increased, it was found that the tilm thick¬ 

ness decreased» the crystallographic order of the films became worse» and 

the room temperature resistivity increased. Measurement of carrier con¬ 

centration versus temperature between 77°K and 300°K showed the films to 

be p type when the temperature was around 77°E and n type at high tem¬ 

peratures. It was also found that when the substrate temperature was 

increased during deposition, the crystal structure improved somewhat. 

Room temperature resistivity decreased, and the carrier type gradually 

changed from n type to p type as the deposition temperature was 

increased. 

A theoretical model using both a nondegenerate approximation as well 

as taking into account degenerate considerations was developed to compare 

with the experimental data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

I. Introduction 

The purpose of this work was to investigate tne structure and 

electrical properties of rf sputtered Hg^^Cd^Te thin film deposited on 

silicon substrates* The films were deposited with and without a dc bias. 

It was also possible to heat the substrate during deposition. X-ray dif¬ 

fraction and Van Der Pauw Hall measurements were used to investigate the 

structural and electrical properties of the films after tney were depo¬ 

sited. 

Hg„ Cd Te is a semiconductor alloy formed from a mixture of two 
1-x x 

II-VI compound semiconductors* HgTe and CdTe. The energy gap of 

Hg„ Cd Te is nearly a linear function of x ( mole fraction of Cd ) over 
1-x x 

the whole range ( 0<x<1.0 )[1]. When XC0.2* the energy gap is about 

0.09ev ( at 77°K ) which corresponds to a wavelength of 14p. This is tne 

long wavelength limit of the 8-14|i atmospheric window. Thus Hg^^Cd^Te 

may be used as an infrared photon detector. Because the composition of 

the mixture may be specified* the energy gap* and hence photoresponse can 

be adjusted to wherever one wishes. 

Several methods had been developed for fabricating high quality 

Hgj-^Cd^Te crystals. Woolley and Ray[2] mixed the compounds CdTe—and- 

HgTe, melted the mixture to form an alloy* solidified it, and tnen 

annealed it at 600°C to homogenize the alloy. Epitaxial growth of 

Hg^_^Cd^Te was carried out by using vapor transport of the three consti¬ 

tuent elements to a substrate where the alloy grew. However, this method 

required additional materials as transport agents. 

Another method which did not use transport agents involved an 
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evaporation-diffusion mechanism[3]. In this method» a single crystal 

wafer of CdTe was used as the substrate» and eitner HgTe or Hg„ Cd Te 
1-x x 

was used as the source. The source and substrate were placed close 

together in an evacuated chamber. At a sufficiently high temperature» the 

material evaporated from the source and migrated in the vapor phase to 

the CdTe substrate, on which it deposited epitaxially. 

Cathodic sputtering[4] systems have also been used to obtain 

Hgj^^Cd^Te thin films on various kind» of single-crystal substrates such 

as NaCl, Ge and sapphire.. But the resulting films were amorphous and 

became crystalline only with subsequent annealing. Cohen-Solal g_£ alt5] 

explored the feasibility of growing Hgj_^Cd^Te films using triode 

sputtering carried out in an argon atmosphere. The resulting films were 

crystalline and epitaxial on single crystal substrates ( NaCl, mica and 

<111> oriented CdTe ). Ion implantation[6] of Hg ions into single cry¬ 

stal CdTe was also attempted. 

In previous work here at Rice University, Jorge L. Lopez[7] used a 

triode sputtering method to deposit Hgj_^Cd^Te thin films on amorphous 

glass substrates. He studied both their electrical and optical ( photo¬ 

voltaic and photoconductive ) properties. In later work, Donald 

Thielsch[7l used an rf sputtering system with a mixed argon and mercury 

atmosphere for depwsition of Hg^^Cd^Te. He also sputtered the films onto 

glass substrates. He studied the influence of different mercury concen¬ 

tration in the atomosphere as well as sputtering rate on the electrical 

properties of his films. In this work, we also employed rf sputtering but 

deposited onto silicon substrates. We investigated the effects of dif¬ 

ferent substrate bias and deposition temperature on the properties of the 
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films. 

Chapter II discusses infrared detectors* including both tnermal 

detectors and photon detectors. Chapter III describes the basic proper¬ 

ties of compound semiconductors and various kinds of semiconductor 

alloys. Chapter IV describes the experimental method used in this work 

including sputtering* 1-rays diffraction and the Van Der Pauv Hall tech¬ 

niques^]. Chapter V presents the experimental results* and discusses 

two tneoretical models which were used to explain our data. Chapter VI 

is the conclusions of this work. 



CHAPTER 2 

II. Infrared Detectors 

1_. The Infrared Spectrum and Atmospheric Windows 

It is generally accepted that the infrared spectrum lies between 

0.72 and 1000 microns, tnat is. between visible light at the shorter 

wavelength and microwaves at the longer wavelength end of the infrared 

spectrum. Three purely arbitrary divisions of the infrared spectrum are 

commonly used ( Fig. 2-1 ). 

The near-infrared region from 0.7 to 1.5 p. 

The middle-infrared region from 1.5 to 5.6 p. 

The far-infrared region from 5.6 to 1000 p. 

The position of infrared radiation in the over-all electromagnetic 

spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 2-2. Gamma rays are generated by nuclear 

reaction. X-rays are generated by either inner shell electronic transi¬ 

tions in atoms or decelerating electrons. Ultraviolet rays and visible 

light are generated by either outer shell electronic transitions in atoms 

or conduction band to valence band electronic transitions in semiconduc¬ 

tors. Infrared radiation is generated by vibration and rotation of light 

atoms and molecules. Microwaves can be generated by vibration and rota¬ 

tion of heavy atoms or molecules or by electronic devices such as tubes 

or transistors . Radiofrequency waves are easily generated by electronic 

devices. 

Any material whose temperature is above absolute zero will radiate 

some energy in the infrared. For black-body radiation ( Fig. 2-3 ). the 

lower the temperature, the longer the wavelength of peak of the output ( 

4 
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Wien's displacement law X T = const.). For temperatures below 4000°K, the 
m 

peak wavelength is in the infrared region. Thus infrared systems are used 

in many applications, such as military target-sensing, chemical analysis 

and astronomical observation for investigating tne properties of warm 

bodies. For military applications, the advantage of infrared systems over 

optical systems is that they can be used at night or during tne day when 

vision is diminished by fog, smoke or dust. 

For infrared target-sensing, one is concerned with the propagation 

of infrared radiation through the atmosphere. It is important to under¬ 

stand the influence of the atmosphere on infrared radiation. This is 

determined by the concentration and distribution of gaseous and molecular 

particles composing the atmosphere. 

All molecules have natural frequencies of vibration and rotation 

which are determined by the molecular structure, the masses of atoms and 

the binding forces witnin the molecules. When tne frequency of the pro¬ 

pagating infrared radiation coincides with one or more of these natural 

frequencies of vibration or rotation, absorption by the molecule will 

occur. This phonomenon is known as resonance absorption. In the 

infrared, absorption is high for polar molecules such as water vapor, 

carbon dioxide and ozone. Fig. 2-4 shows the infrared absorption bands ( 

shaded areas ) at sea level, determined from experimental transmission 

measurements. The wavelength regions between the absorption bands ( 

clear areas ) are called windows, the primary windows exist between 3-5 p 

and 8-14 p. 

2. Criteria of Infrared Detectors 



Infrared detectors may be characterized by three parameters: 

response time, minimum detectable power, and the spectral range of 

response. 

A. Response time: The response time of a detector may be obtained 

from the observation of the signal rise and decay times when the detector 

is exposed to a pulse of radiation. 

B. Responsivity (R) : For detectors witu an electrical output, 

responsivity is defined as 

g rms output voltage  
rms power incident on the detector 

C. Noise equivalent power (NEP) : This is defined as 

_ rms power incident on the detector 
~ rms signal-to-noise ratio 

This is also the minimum detectable power which will produce an rms 

signal-to-noise ratio of unity. 

D. Detectivity (D) : This is defined as 

P Responsivity  
rms noise voltage output 

D is the reciprocal of the NEP. 

* 
E. Normalized detectivity (D ) : This is defined as 

D* = (AAf)1/2D 

The normalization is based on the fact that the noise voltage varies as 

the square root of amplifier bandwidth and that D varies inversely as the 

square root of detector area. 

F. Relative spectral response (R^) : This is defined as 
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  detector detectivity at any wavelength  
X detector detectivity at wavelength of peak detectivity 

3.. Thermal Detectors 

The group of detectors measure incident infrared radiation by a 

change in some physical property caused by an increases in the tempera¬ 

ture of their sensitive surfaces. These devices generally have uniform 

responsivity throughout the entire optical and most of the infrared spec¬ 

trum. Detectivities are lower than those for photon detectors. Time con¬ 

stants are usually quite long. 

A. Thermocouples: A thermocouple consists of a pair of tnermoelec- 

tric junctions of dissimilar metals. One junction is blackened to receive 

infrared radiation, the other junction is shielded from the incident 

infrared radiation. The change in temperature between the two junctions 

produces an output voltage. A circuit for measuring the difference in 

thermoelectric voltage is shown in Fig. 2-5. 

B. Bolometers: These consist of blackened strips of metal or sem¬ 

iconductor. Incident infrared radiation increases the temperature of the 

strip. The resulting change in resistance causes a change in the current 

through the bolometer. 

C. Golay cell: This consists of a gas-filled cell having its ends 

closed by two very thin membranes. One, which receives the incident radi¬ 

ation, is coated with an absorbing layer. The other membrane is coated to 

make it reflecting. When radition is incident on the receiving 

membrane, the gas in the cell is heated, setting up a differential pres¬ 

sure which distorts the second membrane. The distortion is observed by an 
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optical arrangement and converted into an electrical signal* as illus¬ 

trated in Fig. 2-6. 

4. Photon Detectors 

Photon detectors respond to individual quanta of absorbed radition. 

Only photons having an energy greater than a certain value EQ are effec¬ 

tive. The value of EQ is characteristic of the type of detector and is 

usually sharply defined. Thus* the spectral response of photon detectors 

is narrower than that of the thermal detectors. However* usually the 

detectivities are higher, and time constants are shorter. 

There are four kinds of photon detectors - photoemissive* photovol¬ 

taic* photoelectromagnetic and photoconductive detectors. 

A. Photoemissive detectors : These depend for their operation on the 

ejection of electrons from a surface by the incident quanta of radiation. 

The energy required to extract an electron from the surface is the well- 

known "work function". The ejected photoelectrons then are drawn to an 

anode by an applied voltage and the photocurrent is observed as a measure 

of the intensity of the incident radiation. The Cs-O-Ag photocathoae has 

been developed with a long wavelength limit at 1.3 pm. 

B. Photovoltaic detectors : When the p-n junction of Fig. 2-7 is 

illuminated with photons with h(/ greater than E * hole-electron pairs are 

created in the depletion region. The "built-in" field at the junction ( 

or an applied reverse bias ) drives tne two types of carriers in opposite 

directions. The resulting current through the junction or photovoltage 

across the junction is a measure of the incident radition. 
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C. Photoelectromagnetic(PEM) detectors : The PEM effect arises when 

carriers in a photoconductive crystal diffuse while been acted upon by an 

external magnetic field. In Fig. 2-8, electron-hole pairs are generated 

by incident radiation near the surface of the crystal. These carriers 

then diffuse into the crystal. Under the influence of the magnetic field 

which is perpendicular to the plane of the diagram, the electrons and 

holes are transported in opposite direction, and an e.m.f. is produced. 

D. Photoconductive detectors : These measure the change of conduc¬ 

tance by the radition. 

5.. Photoconductive Semiconductor Detectors 

Photoconductive detectors can be divided into three groups : Intrin¬ 

sic semiconductor detectors, extrinsic semiconductor detectors and free 

electron bolometers. 

A. Intrinsic semiconductor detectors : Under normal conditions, most 

electrons within a very pure semiconductor crystal are tightly bound to 

the atoms and occupy various energy levels in the valence band. However, 

photons with sufficient energy may excite some of the electrons to the 

conduction band. When this occurs, the electrical conductivity of the 

crystal increases. This mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2-9. The photon 

energy required to excite an electron into the conduction band determines 

the spectral response characteristics of the detector. The long- 

wavelength cutoff of a photoconductor is determined by its band gap. 

Representative band gaps for semiconductor materials commonly used in 

infrared detectors are shown in Fig. 2-10. From this figure, we can see 

x. 4_ 4 4 f _ 4T __ 0 41.  * x- 4- 
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gap equal to O.ldev. 

Various attempts have been made to find a semiconductor with a 

smaller energy gap than InSb. At one time gray tin and HgTe were thought 

to be such materials but they are now tnought to be semimetals ( materi¬ 

als in which the valence and conduction bands slightly overlap ). In 

another approach, HgTe may be alloyed witu CdTe to form a semiconductor 

with energy gap varying from zero up to that of CdTe ( 1.6ev ). Likewise, 

PbTe may be alloyed with SnTe to form a semiconductor witn gap from zero 

up to that of PbTe ( 0.18ev ). Thus, in principle, a detector with any 

energy gap within this range could be made. 

Hg^^Cd^Te — The primary incentive for the study of Hgj_^Cd^Te is 

the need for better infrared detectors sensitive in the long wavelength 

8-14|i atmospheric transmission window. Previously, only the Hg doped Ge 

extrinsic photon detector was available in this wavelength range. Since 

extrinsic photon detectors must be operated cooled, they do not lend 

themselves easily to systems applications. By developing Hg^^Cd^Te with 

x-0.2, it became possible to have an intrinsic photon detector that would 

work in the 8-14|im region. 

Both HgTe and CdTe are II-VI -compounds. They have the same zinc- 

blende crystal structure. HgTe is a semimetal with negative energy gap of 

-0.3ev. CdTe is a semiconductor with energy gap of 1.6ev. Their energy 

band structure are illustrated in Fig. 2-11 and 2-12. 

When HgTe and CdTe are mixed together to form an alloy, it is found 

that the energy gap and other parameters of the mixture vary smoothly, 

and in fact nearly linearly witn composition. The energy gap versus com- 
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position is shown in Fig. 2-13. 

Pbj^Sn^Te - Both PbTe and SnTe are IV-VI compounds. They both have 

the NaCl structure. This IV-VI semiconductor alloy has properties similar 

to those of Hgj_zCdzTe. One can obtain a very small energy band gap from 

this material, for use as an infrared detector. The energy band struc¬ 

tures of PbTe and SnTe are illustrated in Fig. 2-14. The energy gap of 

Pb, Sn Te as a function of x is shown in Fig.2-15. 1-x x 

B. Extrinsic semiconductor detectors : Extrinsic semiconductors con¬ 

tain controlled amounts of a specific impurity in the crystal. By proper 

choice of the impurity it is possible to select a particular energy 

level. At room temperature the impurities are almost completely ionized. 

But at a very low temperature a significant fraction may be in the union¬ 

ized state. For this reason, subsequent illumination with infrared radia¬ 

tion will ionize these donors and modify the conductivity of the sample. 

A disadvantage of extrinsic detectors is the small absorption coeficient 

which results from the relatively small concentration of impurities in 

16 17 3 
the crystal (10 or 10 atoms per cm ). The extrinsic photoconductive 

mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 2-9. Examples of extrinsic detectors 

are gold, antimonide, or zinc doping of germanium semiconductors. These 

are shown in Fig. 2-16. 

Far-infrared photoconductive detectors[9] - The donors energy levels 

of some III-V extrinsic semiconductors can be described by a hydrogenic 

model as in Fig. 2-17. The extra donor electron and the donor ion are 

similar to a hydrogen atom in a vacuum. The binding energy of the extra 

donor electron can be approximated by the Bohr model. In this approxima- 

firm r>« A win c f UCA fill» A1 A/»f t*i /» rnn ef anf an/i hf f o<»f itm maee a f A 
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FIG. 2-15 ENERGY GAP OF Pb, SnTe AS A FUNCTION OF X.THE MOLE 
FRACTION OF SnTe. 
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to the host semiconductor. In this model* the donor electron ground state 

energy can be given by 

* 4 * 
_ _ m e _ 13,6m 

T> - 2.2 “ 2 
2s h e m 

ev 

and the Bohr radius is 

(2.1) 

“B 

5.29*10~
9
S 

m 
m 

cm (2.2) 

The excited state energy ana Bohr radius are given by 

En=^ 
n 

13-6^~h 
a n 
r 

ev (2.3) 

2 - mx 2 
a^ « a^n = 5.29*r10 (“)c^n cm (2.4) 

m 

* 
Where m is the effective mass for electrons in the host material* and s 

is the static dielectric constant for the semiconductor. Since there is a 

very small energy difference between the hydrogen-like donor states* the 

photoresponse can be extended to a wavelength of several hundred microns, 

GaAs has a response between SO ana 350 pm* while InP has maximum respon- 

sivity near 280p[10]. An example of far-infrared photoconductivity in 

GaAs is shown in Fig. 2-18. Because the oscillation strength of ls-2p 

transition is the strongest[9], the photoconductive response of ls-2p 

transition has the highest peak. 

C. Free electron bolometer : The photoconductive effect observed 

with InSb extends to wavelengths well into the very far-infrared range 

wim. tne optimum response at wavelengths longer than 1000 pm. This is not 

-7 
a thermal effect because the response time is in the order of 10 s which 



is too sho*t for direct lattice heating* Instead, the response is dne to 

the well-known "hot electron" effect, resulting from "heating" of the 

free electrons only. This mechanism is described in Fig. 2-9. Conduction 

22 

electrons of some materials have a very small effective mass and high 

mobility - this is the case in InSb. The electrons can attain a very high 

energy when they absorb the incident radiation. The electron mobility is 

decreased by an energy dependent scattering process. Here we have a case 

of photoconductivity due to mobility change rather than a population 

change. This is similar to that shown in Fig. 2-19 when electrons drift 

under a very high electric field. 
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CHAPTER 3 

III : Compound Semicondnctors and Semicondoctor Alloys 

1.. Comparison Between Elemental and Compound Semiconductors 

A. Elemental semiconductors : There are several single element sem¬ 

iconductors. They are formed by covalent bonding ( electron sharing ). 

Examples are Ge, Si, Te, Se and gray tin. Ge and Si are by far the most 

important and well-developed. Both Si and Ge are indirect band gap sem¬ 

iconductors. Botn have the top of their valence band at k=0. Si has the 

bottom of its conduction band in <100> directions at an internal point of 

the Brilloin zone ( 0.8 k ), while Ge has <111> directions at the edge 
max 

of the zone. The lattice structure of both Si and Ge are the diamond 

structure ( two interpenetrating fee lattice ). 

B. Compound semiconductors ( III-V,II-VI,I-VII ) : Compound semicon¬ 

ductors are formed partly by covalent bonding and partly by ionic bonding 

* 
( electron transfer ). An effective ionic charge e is defined to measure 

to what extent the binding is ionic or covalent. Some materials have a 

direct band ‘gap and some do not. Host compound semiconductors have the 

zincblende structure ( each type of atom occupy one fee lattice ). 

III-V compound semiconductors - Among the III-V compounds we con¬ 

sider only, compounds between elements of groups IIIA ( B, Al, Ga, In, T1 

) and VA ( N, P, As, Sb, Bi ). Very few compounds of the types IIIA-VB, 

IIIB-VA, and IIIB-VB exist. Twelve of the remaining 25 compounds have 

zincblende structure, and only 9 of them' are considered in detail ( Table 

3-1 ). Five of the 9 compounds are direct band gap and 4 of them are not. 

Some of the III-V compounds can be used as optoelectronic devices 

24 
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anu semiconductor laser because of their direct band gap. InSb can be 

used as free electron bolometer for far-infrared detection because of its 
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very high mobility. 

II-VI compound semiconductor - As the difference between tne column 

numbers of the two elements increases. The NaCl and CsCl structure dom¬ 

inates, and the zincblende structure become less frequently observed. 

Only four of the II-VI compounds have the zincblende structure. They are 

CdTe, ZnTe, ZnSe and HgTe. The former three are relatively wide gap sem¬ 

iconductors with a band structure similar to that of the direct band gap 

III-V compounds. HgTe appears to be a semimetal. 

2.. Semiconductor Alloys 

Semiconductor alloys are mixed crystal made from pairs of semicon¬ 

ductors having the same type of crystal structure and chemical formula, 

which are mutually soluable at all compositions. These crystals exhibit a 

lattice periodicity similar to that of either component of the alloy sys¬ 

tem. There is long-range order in the sense that each lattice site is 

occupied by an atom from a specific column(e.g. type II), but the two 

species of the alloy are randomly distributed over the sites. Experiments 

have shown that such semiconductor alloys have well-defined band struc¬ 

tures in which the energy gaps and other parameters vary continuously 

with composition. Semiconductor alloys are becoming increasingly impor¬ 

tant because they may be compounded witn specific characteristics 

adjusted for a particular application. 

A few semiconductor alloy system have been studied extensively. 

Examples are Ge-Si, five combinations of pairs of III-V compounds and the 
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II- VI compounds pair HgTe-CdTe. 

A. Germanium-Silicon : Fig. 3-1 is the energy gap vs composition 

diagram in Ge^^Si^. kiak at x=0.15 is interpreted as the point at 

which the <111> conduction band minima of Ge and the <100> minima of Si 

are at the same energy. Below x=0.15, the energy gap of the mixture is 

dominated by the Ge <111> minima, ana above x=0.15, it is dominated by 

the Si <100> minima. The different slopes of the curve indicate that the 

<100> valleys shift more slowly with composition than the <111>. 

B. III-V compounds : Five III-V compound mixed crystal system have 

been extensively investigated. They are In(As^_xPx), (In^^Ga^As, 

(Inj_xGa^)Sb , GatAs^^P^) and (Gaj_ A1 )Sb. The former three are 

direct-direct band gap combinations, so their energy gap vs composition 

curves do not show any kink as in Fig. 3-2. For direct-indirect band gap 

combinations. However, the energy gap vs composition curves does show a 

kink as in Fig. 3-3. 

C. II-VI compounds ( HgTe-CdTe ) : These are illustrated in Fig.2- 

14. The significant difference between Hg^^Cd^Te and the Si-Ge, or 

III- V compound alloys is that one of the component in Hg^^Cd^Te is sem¬ 

imetal. Because of the semimetal property of HgTe, we can get a very 

small band gap material in this alloy which is useful for infrared detec¬ 

tor application. 



FIG. 3-1 ENERGY GAP VS COMPOSITION IN Ge. YSiY, THE KINK AT X=0.15 IS 
ROUNDED OFF PRESUMABLY BECAUSE 1 OF THE kRT=0.026eV ENERGY 
SPREAD AT THE EXPERIMENTAL TEMPERATURE. 

InAs GaAs 

FIG. 3-2 ENERGY GAP VS COMPOSITION IN (In^Ga^As. 
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FIG. 3-3 DIRECT AND INDIRECT ENERGY GAPS VS COMPOSITION IN GafAs^P^. 



CHAPTER 4 

IV. Experimental Background 

1,. Theory of Film Growth 

Thin film deposition techniques have been under development for 

more than 20 years. These techniques can be divided into two groups — 

physical methods and chemical methods. Physical methods include resis¬ 

tance heating evaporation, electron gun evaporation, liquid phase epi¬ 

taxy, molecular beam epitaxy and sputtering. Chemical methods include 

chemical vapor deposition and LPCVD (low pressure chemical vapor deposi¬ 

tion) . 

Evaporation - evaporation is popular because of its concepuonal 

and experimental simplicity. The solid material is transformed into a 

gaseous state by raising its temperature. The vapor expands into tne 

evacuated space between the evaporation source and the substrate, and 

finally condenses on the substrate. 

Resistance heating evapuration - Thermal energy is transmitted to 

the source material by direct resistance heating of a small boat, strip 

or basket of a refractory metal ( V, Mo ) in which the material is 

placed. Larger évaporants are heated in crucibles of refractory oxides. 

With this method, it is important to choose suitable crucible or support 

materials which do not react with the évaporant. 

Electron gun evaporation - A very localized input power is achieved 

by a beam of 5-10kv electrons which are focused onto the evaporation 

source. A dual gun evaporator may be used for two layer evaporations. 

Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) - This is a process by which thin 

30 
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single-crystal layers are grown from a very dilnte molten solution on a 

flat* oriented* single-crystal substrate. This technology has advanced 

rapidly because of its similarity to bulk-crystal growth techniques. 

LPE films can be grown on an hourly basis* whereas bulk-crystal growth 

may require weeks. Because LPE is a much lower temperature process than 

bulk-growth crystals* fewer defects can be achieved. Two classes of 

materials have been grown extensively witn the LPE method: III-V com¬ 

pound semiconductors and magnetic rare-earth iron garnets* for magnetic 

bubble rnemoxy applications. 

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) - The term "molecular beam epitaxy" 

has been used loosely in the literature because of the lack of a unique 

definition. In one extreme* almost any technique of evaporation could be 

classified as that of a molecular beam. On the other extreme* the term 

is thought to be appliciable only when the solid source undergoes molec¬ 

ular vaporization without dissociation. Few compound materials would 

strictly satisfy such vaporization behavior. Usually tne molecular beam 

density is low and the vaccum high so that no collisions occur among the 

beam molecules and between the beam and the background vapor. The 

features of MBE are that the growth temperature is relatively low and 

the growth rate is relatively slow. This technique has undergone a rapid 

growth and development over the last few years. 

Atmospheric CVD - chemical vapor deposition can be defined as a 

material synthesis method in which the constituents of the vapor phase 

react to form a solid film at some surface. The occurance of a chemical 

reaction is an essential characteristic of the CVD method. 

Examples - deposition of silicon and silicon dioxide from silane 
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SiH 
4(g) 

Si 
(s) 

+ 2H. 
2(g) 

SiCl 
4(g) 

+ 2H, 
2(g) — Si 

(s) 
+ 4HC1 

(g) 

SiH4(g> + °2(g) -- SiO, 2(s) + 2 H, 2(g) 

LPCVD — At normal atmospheric pressures, the rates of mass transfer 

of the gaseous reactant, tne by-product species, and the surface reac¬ 

tion rate are of the same order of magnetude and of the same importance. 

The diffusivity of a gas is inversely related to the background pres¬ 

sure. As the pressure is lowered from a value near 760 Torr to 0.5-1 

Torr, the diffusivity increases by a factor of 1000, and so also does 

the mass transfer rates. However, the net effect on the surface reaction 

rates is only about one order of magnitude. The rate determining step is 

now the surface reaction rate. And thus, in such a low-pressure regieme, 

much less attention need be paid to the mass transfer variables which 

are so critical at atmospheric pressure. With LPCVD it is easier to 

obtain uniform film thicknesses ana reproducable properties over 

extended surfaces for large production-type substrate loads. 

2. Sputtering 

Sputtering is a physical vapur deposition method which involves the 

removal of material from a solid target by bombarding it with positive 

ions from a rare gas discharge. The various process which take place at 

the target are shown in Fig.4-1. The target may be made from either 

metal or insulator. 

Essentially tne sputtering process involves knocking atoms or 
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IMPLANTED ION 

FIG. 4-1 SUMMARY OF THE TARGET PROCESSES 
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molecules out of the surface of a target. If we repeat this process over 

and over again. We can "sputter etch" the target. But the ejected atoms 

can also be used. After ejection, the atom or molecule moves throught 

the vacuum until it strikes and condenses on the surface of a substrate. 

By repeating this process over and over, a coating of the target 

material will be on the substrate. The process is called "sputter depo¬ 

sition". 

Sereval sputtering methods have been developed as follows: 

Diode sputtering- The structure of this sputtering apparatus is 

basically a gas-filled diode witn a plane parallel cathode and anode. 

The cathode is the target and is made of the material to be sputtered. 

The anode is used to hold the substrate on which the film is to be depo¬ 

sited. The assembly is enclosed in a chamber that is filled with a rare 

gas, usually argon, and pumped to a pressure in the order of several 

mtorr. A potential difference is established between the anode and 

cathode which is sufficient to cause the gas to break down, tnereby 

creating a glow discharge which generates the positive ions for bombard¬ 

ing the target. 

Triode sputtering - Sputtering at a very low gas presure has 

several advantages over the pressures necessary to sustain a discharge 

in conventional diode sputtering. There is reduced contamination of tne 

film by trapped gas molecules and fewer ejected atoms suffer collisions 

with argon atoms on the way to the target. In order to maintain the glow 

discharge at a low gas presure, a thermionic filament is used to inject 

electrons into the low pressure system. 
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RF sputtering - The sputtering atmosphere also can be excited by a 

radio frequency signal. The RF field cannot inherently accelerate ions 

for bombardment of the target. Instead, the sputtering action is due to 

the establishment of a dc self-bias by the target of the plasma. An 

important advantage of RF sputtering is that the target can be either a 

metal or a dielectric. The rf discharge is more efficient than its dc 

counterpart in promoting ionization and sustaining the discharge. The 

apparatus used in this work was an rf excitation. A cross-section of 

the machine is illustrated in Fig. 4-2. 

When an insulator is placed on the target, it acts as a probe in 

the plasma. In general, the insulator will be at some floating potential 

ana draws no net current. The I-V characteristic of the probe in the 

plasma is shown in Fig. 4-3. When the probe is excited with an rf vol¬ 

tage oscillating symmetrically about its initial potential, the asym¬ 

metry of the I-V characteristic causes the probe to draw a net electron 

current. This charges the probe to a mean negative value witn respect to 

floating potential, so as to draw a net zero current. 

Argon was the sputtering gas used in this work. The reason for 

using a noble gas was to prevent reactions between the ions and the tar¬ 

get or the deposited film. From Fig. 4-4, we can see tnat for tne same 

ion energy, the sputtering yield is higher when the atomic mass of the 

noble gas is heavier. Argon is almost always used in sputter deposition 

because it is readily available and inexpensive, and the sputtering 

yield is only a factor of about two down from xenon at sputter deposi¬ 

tion energies. 

The need to maintain a glow discharge sets a lower pressure limit 
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CURRENT 

FIG. 4-3 SELF-BIASING OF A DIELECTRIC SURFACE. 

FIG. 4-4 SPUTTERING YIELDS OF THE NOBLE GASES ON COPPER, AS 
A FUNCTION OF ENERGY. 



on a sputtering system. Because the discharge is sustained by electrons 

making ionizing collision in the gas, the gas density must be high to 
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ensure a reasonable discharge current. But in the same way that elec¬ 

trons undergo collisions, material sputtered from the target may also 

collide with gas atoms on its way to the substrate. The collision rate 

will increase witn increasing pressure. Thus there exist an optimum 

sputtering pressure for the highest deposition rate and best film qual¬ 

ity. The pressure we used in our sputtering machine was around 5 mtorr. 

The sputtering yield is proportional to the ion bombardment energy, 

thus a high target voltage will yield a high depositxon rate. But one 

also wants to avoid X-ray generation by fast ions and electrons. Thus, 

the sputtering voltage should be kept below 10 Eev. In our system, the 

target voltage was around 1.2 Eev. 

Fig.4-5 shows the distributxon of voltage in a dc diode system when 

a voltage of -1000 V is applied to the target. The plasma potential 

is at +10 V in the example. Suppose that we electrically isolate the 

substrate platform from ground and apply a negative potential of 100 V 

to it. Electrical ground at 0 V is represented by the conducting parts 

of the chamber walls and baseplate. The plasma potential will remain 

positive with respect to ground and, to a first approximation, will be 

unaffected by the negatively biased electrode, so that remains at +10 

V. If the applied bias is ^(negative) volts, then a sheath of potential 

difference V -V, will be established in front of the substrate with 
p b 

polarity such as to accelerate positive ions onto the substrate. This is 

called "bias sputtering". In effect, the substrate platform has become a 

secondary sputtering target. By this technique, the flux and energy of 
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FIG. 4-5 POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION IN A BIAS SPUTTERING SYSTEM 

FIG. 4-6 THE X-RAY DIFFRACTION DETECTOR 
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all charged particles incident on the substrate can be controlled. If we 

apply a positive bias potential, the plasma potential would rise so as 

to try to maintain the sheath in front of the bias platform, and the 

functions of the original anode and bias table would interchange and 

concequently cause contamination. 

3.. X-rav Diffraction Studies 

In X-ray diffraction, electron bombardment is used to generate X- 

rays. X-rays are generated by an inner shell atomic transition. When the 

bombarding electrons create vacancies at the innermost shell ( E-shell 

). If an L-shell ( the second innermost shell ) electron fills the E- 

shell vacancy, the emitted line will be E^ radition, and, if a E-shell 

vacancy is filled by a M electron ( the third innermost shell electron 

), the ED line is emitted. 
P 

The most useful elements for X-rays diffraction purposes are those 

whose EQ radition falls in the wavelength range from 0.56 to 2.29 A, 

These are Ag, Mo, Ni, Co, Fe ana Cr. The E radition of elements of a 

lower atomic number is easily absorbed by the tube window, whereas the 

heavier elements produce radiation which is both continuous and too 

intense for use in diffraction experiments. 

The X-ray diffractometer used in this work has a Cu source, ana a 

Ni filter to shield the E„ radiation. The X-ray beam was incident from 
P 

one direction onto the sample ( a Hg, Cd Te film on a Si substrate ). 
1-x x 

The diffracted beam was detected in the other direction with a counter 

system, ana the intensity of the diffracted beam recorded on a strip 

chart recorder. This is illustrated in Fig.4-6. 
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From Bragg's law 

nX = 2dsin© 

Because n=l is the strongest scattered wave, we consider only this,then 

X « 2dsin9 

For the cubic lattice 

1_ 
,2 
d‘ 

2 
a 

where d is lattice plane spacing, a is the lattice constant and h, k, 1 

are Miller indices. Combining these equations, we have 

This equation can predict, for a particular incident wavelength and a 

particular cubic crystal lattice constant a, all the possible Bragg 

angles at which diffraction can occur from the planes (hkl). From the 

intensities of the diffracted beam corresponding to different crystal 

planes, we can get information regarding crystal growth and order in the 

sputtered film. 

The intensity of the diffracted beam is also affected by the struc¬ 

ture factor F of the crystal. For an fee lattice, with four atoms of the 

same kind, located at (0,0,0), (1/2,1/2,0), (1/2,0,1/2), (0,1/2,1/2). 

=f[1+e ni(h+k)+eJii(h+l)+eni(k+l) j 

So, reflections will occur for such planes as (111), (200), (220), 

(311), (222) but not for the planes (100), (210), (112) etc. For the 
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FIG. 4-7 FOUR-POINTS CONTACTS FOR VAN DER PAUW MEASUREMENT 

RMN,OP 
R
NO,PM 

FIG. 4-8 THE FUNCTION f USED FOR DETERMINING THE SPECIFIC RESISTIVITY 
OF THE SAMPLE. 
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diamond structure, only (111), (220), (311), (400) have strong reflec¬ 

tions. 

4,. Van Per Pauw Measurement[8] 

This method is used to measure resistivities ana carrier concentra¬ 

tions in thin films with arbitrary shape. Four small contacts, M, N, 0 

and P are placed on the periphery of the film as in Fig. 4-7. A current 

IJQJ flows between contact M and contact N. The potential difference 

Vp-V^ is used to define 

determined. In general, it is not possible to express p explicitly in 

known functions. The solution can, however, be written as 

Analogously 

Van Per Pauw has shown that 

Thus, if d and R^ pjj are known, then the resistivity p, may be 

fld ^MN JOP 
+

_^NQ .PM 
P ~ ln2 2 f 

where f is a factor which is a function 

Fig. 4-8. 

The Hall coefficient can also be determined for an arbitrarily 
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shaped film. Ve apply current to one contact» say M, and take it off at 

the contact following the succeeding one» i.e. 0 and vice versa. We 

measure R... xm and R,.., XTn, with and without a uniform magnetic field B MO, NF OM, Nr 

applied at right angles to the surface of the film. This changes 

VNP *“d VNP lJf "°“”t 48MO.NP *nd AVNP- H*u *B 
is given by 

10d 
AR

MO.NP 
+ AR

OM.NP 

h H  
where d is film thickness in microns and B is the magnetic field in 

kilogauss. The effective carrier concentration is given by 

, -3v 1 Mem ) - 

2 
cm 
V-s 

) = 
«H 

and Hall mobility is given by 



CHAPTER 5 

V. Experiments. Results and Discussions 

i. Experiments and Results 

Our experiments can be divided into three parts. 

A. We sputtered several wafers with substrate bias from OV to -300V. 

The target of the sputtering machine is composed of a CdTe plate and an 

arrangement of small Hg^^Cd^Te ( x Z 0.2 ) chips. Two inch silicon 

wafers which had been previously oxidized were fixed to the anode by a 

ring-shaped mask and were isolated from the anode holder by a teflon cir¬ 

cular plate. Negative bias was connected to the water by a thin wire. The 

sputtering apparatus which we used is shown in Fig. 4-2. The sputtering 

chamber was first pumped by a mechanical pump to about 30 mtorr. Then a 

diffusion pump was used to pump the system to a high vacuum at about 

-6 
1*10 torr. A Materials Research Corporation 1.5 KW rf sputtering sup¬ 

ply. along with an MRC matching network was used to generate the rf 

discharge power. The pressure of the sputtering argon gas was controlled 

by partially closing a butterfly valve between the sputtering chamber and 

the diffusion pump, as well as by controlling a leak valve between the 

argon tank and the chamber. Once the proper sputtering pressure had been 

obtained ( around 5 mtorr ), the rf power supply was turned on and 

adjusted for a target voltage of about 1.2KV. Each wafer was sputtered 

about. 2 hours. 

The thickness of the films was measured by an interference technique. 

Carrier concentrations, carrier types, film resistivities and Hall mobil¬ 

ities were measured by the Van Der Pauw method. Crystal structure was 

determined by X-ray diffraction. The results of these measurements are 
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listed in table 5-1. From this table, we can see that the thicknesses of 

films decrease with increasing negative bias. Room temperature carrier 

types are all n type except for the film deposited at -300V bias. Room 

temperature carrier concentrations decrease with increasing bias and the 

resistivities increase. Hall mobility shows no definite trend. Plots of 

thicknesses, carrier concentration, and resistivity versus negative bias 

are shown in Fig. 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 respectively. 

Ve performed electrical characterization at liquid nitrogen tempera¬ 

ture ( 77°K ), but only, films No. 23 and 24 could be measured. The rest 

of the films became so highly resistive that we could not obtain reliable 

Hall information. The data of film No. 23 and 24 measured at 77°K are 

listed in table 5-2. 

The X-ray diffraction measurement data is listed in table 5-3. The 

trend of the crystal structure is that the films become less structured 

when the negative bias is larger. 

B. The resistivity and Hall voltage were studied by the Van Der Pauw 

method as a function of temperature between 77°K and 300°K for film No. 

23. The data is listed in table 5-4 ana the curve is plotted in Fig. 5-4. 

C. We also sputtered several wafers with fixed bias ( 0V ), but dif¬ 

ferent substrate temperatures. The wafer holder was heated by a resistive 

heater whose temperature was controlled by a variable autotransformer. 

The room temperature Van Der Pauw measurement data of carrier concentra¬ 

tion, carrier type, film resistivity and Hall mobility are listed in 

table 5-5. The carrier concentration and resistivity curves versus depo¬ 

sition temperature are shown in Fig. 5-5 and 5-6. The X-ray diffraction 
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THICKNESS (A) 

FIG. 5-1 THICKNESS OF Hg. Cd Te FILM VERSUS NEGATIVE SUBSTRATE BIAS. 
1 A 
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CONCENTRATION 

1018 L 

(CM*3) 

10 15 

Op 

—. 1    « . . NEGATIVE 

- 0 -50 -100 -150 -200 -250 -300 SUBSTR/ 
BIAS (\ 

FIG. 5-2 ROOM TEMPERATURE CONCENTRATION OF Hg. Cd Te FILM VERSUS 
NEGATIVE SUBSTRATE BIAS. 
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RESISTIVITY(o-CM) 

FIG. 5-3 RESISTIVITY OF Hg^CdJe FILM VERSUS NEGATIVE SUBSTRATE BIAS. 
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TABLE 5-3 THE DATA OF X-RAYS DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENT FOR DIFFERENT 
SUBSTRATE BIAS 

SUBSTRATE BIAS DIFFRACTED PEAKS 

OV (111) BIGGEST 

-50V (111) BIGGEST (311) SMALL 

-100V (111) BIGGEST (220),(311) VERY SMALL 

-150V (111) BIGGEST (220) SMALL 

-200V (111) BIGGEST (220) SMALL, (311) VERY SMALL 

-300V (111) BIGGEST (220) SMALL, (311) VERY SMALL 

TABLE 5-4 CONCENTRATION VARIATION AND TYPE CHANGE OF 
FOR DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

1000/T CONCENTRATION TYPE 

3.3 lxlO17 n 

4 3.8xl016 n 

4.5 8.7xl015 n 

4.7 5xl015 n 

5.6 3.2xl015 n 

6.3 3.2xl016 n 

7.3 4.1xl016 n 

9 6.5xl016 n 

13 4.8xl016 
P 
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TABLE 5-5 THE ELECTRICAL DATA AT ROOM TEMPERATURE FOR DIFFERENT 
SUBSTRATE TEMPERAUTRE 

VARIAC 
VOLTAGE TEMPERATURE TYPE CONCENTRATION RESISTIVITY 

HALL 
MOBILITY 

(V) (°C) (CM"3) (OHM-CM) (CM2/V-S) 

0 20 n 6xl015 7.48 139 

10 45 n 4.1xl015 4.2 363 

18 57 n 2.4xl016 2.7 96 

24 74 P 6xl015 4.3 242 

30 94 P 4xl015 3.4 459 

40 162 0.038 

TABLE 5-6 THE DATA OF X-RAYS DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENT FOR DIFFERENT 
SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE 

VARIAC 
VOLTAGE TEMPERATURE DIFFRACTED PEAKS 

(V) (°C) 

0 20 (111) BIGGEST (311)(220) PEAKS 
HEIGHT 

10 45 (111) BIGGEST (311)(220) 

18 57 (111) BIGGEST (311)(220) 

24 74 (111) BIGGEST (311)(220) 

30 94 (111) BIGGEST (311)(220) 

40 162 (111) BIGGEST (311) (UO) DEC; REASE 



FIG 

VARIAC VOLTAGE (V) 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 

5-5 CONCENTRATION OF Hg^Cc^Te FILM VERSUS VARIAC VOLTAGE 
AND TEMPERATURE. 



RESISTIVITY (o-CM) 

FIG. 5-6 RESISTIVITY OF Hg^CdJe FILM VERSUS VARIAC VOLTAGE 
AND TEMPERATURE. 
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data are listed in table 5-6. 

2_. Discussions 

From the film thicknesses data and Fig. 5-1, we can see that thick¬ 

ness decreases with increasing negative substrate bias. From section 4- 

2, we know that the substrate becomes a second target when it is nega¬ 

tively biased. The greater the negative bias, the faster the sputtering 

etch rate will be. This will make film thickness decrease. 

There are three kinds of carrier concentration curves versus tem¬ 

perature. 

First, consider an n-type semiconductor, witn a wide bandgap. In 

both the high and intermediate temperature regions, we may take N = N 
ft ft 

ana N* = N.. Then 
d d 

n-p * N-N 
da 

(5.1) 

where N& is the acceptor states concentration. 

N. is the donor states concentration, 
a 

N is the charged or occupied acceptor states density 
ft 

N* is the ionized or unoccpied donor states density, 
d 

p is the valence band holes concentration. 

n is the conduction band electrons concentration. 

And from 

2 
pn = ni (5.2) 

where n^ is the intrinsic carrier concentration 

We can get[ll] 
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n = 
2 . \) 

N.-N 
t ^ « 2 

N.-N d a . 
p ~ ~ 2 V 

N.-N 
/. d ^ \ , 2 
<-5—) +.4 

N.-N d & at high temperature* n^ >> —~—, then 

n = n. 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

P = n. 

Nd_Na at intermediate temperature* ni « 2 * then 

(5.6) 

n = N.-N 
d a (5.7) 

p N.-N d a 
(5.8) 

But at low temperature* the whole equation is[11] 

E -E 
NC exp(_ “kTi) + Na 

E -E 
Nd[l+2exp(-^^)]"1 (5.9) 

and then 

n = 
\] 

N N. E -E. c d , c dv 
2 exp(" 2kT 

) 

P = 
\l 

2N E +E.-2E c .. , c d v. 
N. Nv ei*< 2ÏÎ > d 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

Where in equations 5.10 and 5.11* N is assumed to be zero to simplify & 

the equation. The curve of ln(c) vs 1/T is shown in Fig. 5-7. For a p- 

type semiconductor, the curve is similar to the n-type* so long as the 

oilA^tfAtr and l>n1 ft tnnKÎI i tî nrft «îmi 1 ar. RAT»* tliA AAft*A«i f A KAI A 
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FIG. 5-7 CARRIER CONCENTRATION C AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE IN 
AN n-TYPE SAMPLE. 
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mobility ratio of Si is only abont 3. 

Now consider a narrow bandgap material such as Hg^^Cd^Te, witn very 

different electron and hole mobilities. 

For an n-type Hg. Cd Te film, the curve is different from that of a 

wide bandgap material, as there is no evidence for carrier freeze-ont 

onto discrite impurity levels at low temperature[1]. This behavior is 

because of the very low effective mass of conduction band electrons in 

Hg. Cd Te. The donor levels are merged into the conduction band and the 

extrinsic electron concentration remains constant at all temperatures. 

The curve of the n-type Hg^_^Cd^Te film is also shown in Fig. 5-7. 

Third, for a p-type Hg^^Cd^Te film, the carrier concentration vari¬ 

ation throughout the temperature range studied ( 77°K to 300°K ) shows a 

much different curve frum those of above two cases. There is a singular¬ 

ity in the apparent carrier concentration at a specific temperature, and 

then a change to an n-type film[15][l]. This behavior was has been 

reported by other reserchers[12] whose results had double n-p-n reversal 

(Fig. 5-7) when the measurement temperatures went much lower. They also 

observed another kind of curve which was completely n type through the 

whole temperature range and a dip at some point. Elliot and Spain[14] 

proposed an explanation which included a relatively deep acceptor which 

disappeared into the conduction band as the energy gap varies with tem¬ 

perature for this behavior. 

Explanations of the p to n type switching behavior at low tempera¬ 

ture have been given by several people. Scott and Hager[12] have con¬ 

sidered possible causes for this curve and concluded that it was due to 
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the presence of a surface n-type inversion layer which isolates the con¬ 

tacts from the bulk of the p-type sample. These effects could be elim¬ 

inated by a proper surface treatment ( such as heat ) and better con¬ 

tacts. But this conjecture was not supported in the experiment by 

C.T.Elliott[13] who fabricated p-n junctions in the material. We 

think this n to p type switching behavior at low temperature is due to 

the effects of deep acceptor and shallow donor levels in p type 

Hg, Cd Te films. 
®l-x x 

Some researchers[15][1] have considered a p to n type switch at high 

temperature as the result of mixed p and n type conduction and we use 

this concept, to explain our data. For Hgj,_^Cd^Te, in the bulk at least, 

the ratio of electron to hole mobility is about 200[15]. This means that 

electron current will dominate the magneto-electric properties of the 

film, even when the electron carrier concentration is well below that of 

the hole concentration. The equation which relates the Hall coefficient 

Rg to the electron and hole concentration, n and p, is given by[16] 

2 
, .2 v 

1 p_b ~ > 
*H e ^ 2 (5.12) 

< *+b T > 

In this equation n^ is the intrinsic carrier concentration and b is the 

electron to hole mobility ratio ~. For p-type extrinsic material, the 

hole concentration is given by 

p = 1/2[(N -N.) + [(N -N.)2+4n?]1/2] (5.13) 
a d a d l 

Here, and are the acceptor and donor concentrations respectively. 
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which assume to be completely ionized over the temperature range of 

intrest. 

We have developed two theoretical models based on this mixed conduc¬ 

tion machanism. 

First* assuming non-degenerate statistics and parabolic energy 

bands, the intrinsic carrier concentration n^ is given by the expression 

ni = yjNc
Nv l?/2e*P<- Eg/21T) (5.14) 

Here is the effective mass density of states. The band gap of 

Hgj-^Cd^Te is a function of temperature T, and may be expressed as[17] 

E = 1.59X-0.25+5.24*10“4T(1-2.08X)+0.327X3 (5.15) 
£ 

Here x is the mole fraction of Cd in the alloy. 

Using these three expressions, and calculating the "effective" car¬ 

rier concentration n, as in n - -We can make a fit to the measured n 
eRH 

as a function of temperature, shown as the dotted curve in Fig. 5-8. For 

this fit, x was set equal to 0.18, and the effective mass density of 
I  13 

states, . IN N was about 1.2*10 [18]. The excess carrier concentration 
\J c v 

16 —3 
which gave the best fit was N -N = 2*10 cm , and b=100. All these fit- a d 

ted values were chosen to get the best match of n-type lowest point, tne 

p-type to n-type switching point and to get comparable values with our 

resistivity and Hall mobility data. 

The overall shape of the curve is highly dependent on Na-Nd and the 

mole fraction x of Cd. When x or N -N. is small enough, the curve will 
ad 

be all n type. And when x or N -N. is large enough, the curve will be 
ft €1 
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all p type. These two curves are illustrated in Fig. 5-9 and 5-10.( These 

results should he confined in the range of high ana intermediate tempera¬ 

tures ). The curve of high value N -N, for the whole temperature range 
A O 

will he similar to that of n type Hg4 Cd Te. Here the non-freeze-out of 

p type impurity carriers at low temperature is because of the heavy dop¬ 

ing which causes the impurity levels to merge into the valence band[l]. 

This is confirmed by the experiments of Scott and Hager who found the 

electrical properties to behave like a heavily doped p-type semiconductor 

when N -N. is greater than 2*10^ cm ^ [12]. a a 

Because Hg^ gCd^ ^Te is a very small band gap semiconductor ( 

Eg=0.09ev at 77°K ) ana E-Ep is not much larger than kT. We should use 

degenerate statistics to calculate intrinsic carrier concentration of 

Hg., Cd Te when x is small. The values of E and E /2kT for different *l-x x g g 

temperatures and several values of x are shown in table 5-7. An calaula- 

tion of the conduction election concentration n using degenerate statis¬ 

tics has been performed by Harman and Strauss[19]. They used the Kane 

model[20] to take into account the effects of nonparabolic bands on the 

statistical degeneracy* and the details are put in the appendix. The 

resulting curves of intrinsic carrier concentration n^ versus x for vari¬ 

ous temperature are shown in Fig. 5-11* and of n. versus 1/T for various 

x values are shown in Fig. 5-12. 

Using their results* we made a fit to Fig. 5-12 to get an expression 

for n^ versus (x*T). This was then used with equations 5-12 and 5-13 to 

get the degenerate carrier concentration versus 1/T curve. 

The curve-fitting equations are as follows: 
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CONCENTRAT I ON ( CM’3 ) N^Nd=5xl016 

FIG. 5-9 CONCENTRATION VERSUS TEMPERATURE WHEN X=0.15. 

CONCENTRATION (CM-3) X=0.3 
Na-Nd=5xlOib 

FIG. 5-10 CONCENTRATION VERSUS TEMPERATURE WHEN X=0.3. 
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TABLE 5-7 THE VALUES OF Eg AND Eg/2kT FOR DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE AND X 

X=0.2 
Na-Nd= 5xl016 

X' 
Na 

=0.18 ... 
-Nd=5xl0lb 

X 
Na 

=0.16 
-Nd=5xl0 

b=100 b =100 b =100 

lOOO/T Eg Eg/2kT Eg Eg/2kT Eg Eg/2kT 

2 0.22 2.59 0.2 2.34 0.18 2.09 

3 0.17 3 0.15 2.56 0.12 2.12 

4 0.15 3.41 0.12 2.78 0.09 2.16 

5 0.13 3.82 0.1 3.00 0.08 2.19 

6 0.12 4.23 0.09 3.22 0.06 2.22 

7 0.11 4.63 0.08 3.44 0.06 2.26 

8 0.11 5.04 0.08 3.66 0.05 2.29 

9 0.10 5.45 0.07 3.88 0.04 2.32 

10 0.10 5.86 0.07 4.1 0.04 2.36 

11 0.10 6.27 0.07 4.33 0.04 2.59 

12 0.10 6.68 0.07 4.55 0.03 2.42 

13 0.09 7.09 0.06 4.77 0.03 2.46 

14 0.09 7.50 0.06 4.99 0.03 2.49 



x (MOLE FRACTION CdTe) 

FIG. 5-11 INTRINSIC CARRIER CONCENTRATION VERSUS x IN Hg. vCdvTe AT 
SEVERAL IMPORTANT TEMPERATURES. i"x x 
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FIG. 5-12 INTRINSIC CARRIER CONCENTRATION VERSUS TEMPERATURE IN 
Hgl-xCdxTe F0R VARI0US ALL0Y COMPOSITIONS x OF INTEREST. 
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n m 1QlogCo-A*((1000/T)-3)+B*((1000/T)-3)2 

A « 2.85x2+24.5x3 

3 

_ °»004*erfc<^7> (5.18) 
B “ erfc(0.482) 

Co = 6*1016-1.25n018(x-0.15) +1.2*1019(x-0.15)2-l*1022 (x-0.15)5 (5.19) 

The resulting curve of n(=l/eRg) versus 1/T using the above curve-fitting 

equations and equations 5-12, 5-13 and with x chosen =0.2, 

16 -3 
N -Nj=2*10 cm and b=100 is shown in Fig. 5-8 to compare with the 

experimental and non-degenerate curves. 

From the data of room temperature carrier concentrations versus bias 

voltage, we can see that the concentrations are n types and decrease with 

increasing negative bias (except that the one with -300V bias is p type). 

We can use the models developed above to study these results as well. In 

the non-degenerate model, the carrier concentration variation versus 

increasing x at room temperature with fixed b and N -N, is shown in Fig. 
a a 

5-13. The concentration variation versus increasing N^-N^ with fixed b 

and x is also shown in Fig. 5-14. From these two curves, we can see that 

both they change from n type to p type at some critical point. Using the 

degenerate model, curves result with the same behavior, also shown in 

Fig. 5-13 and Fig. 5-14. Because the curve-fitting of the degenerate 

t 
model is only valid when x is in the range between 0.15 and 0.22, we only 

plot these curves within this range. These two sets of theoretical curves 

can be compared with the experimental curve shown in Fig. 5-2. 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 
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Many of the extrinsic carriers in the high purity Hg^^Cd^Te cry¬ 

stals are believed to derive from stoichiometric deviations rather than 

from impurities. Mercury atoms which exceed the number needed for 

stoichiometry, reside interstitially in the lattice, and are found to act 

as singly-charged donors, the source of the extrinsic electrons in all 

high-purity Hg^^Cd^Te crystals. On the other hand, a deficiency of Hg, 

resulting in cation lattice vacancies, leads to p type extrinsic proper¬ 

ties. 

The reasons we use increasing x and N^-N^ to compare with Fig. 5-2 

are as follows: The sputter-etch-effect ( ion bombardment ) increases 

witu increasing bias, and the component of the film with the highest 

vapor pressure Hg, in this case, will presumably be removed most easily. 

This results in a decrease of both lattice site and interstitial mercury 

in the film as the bias is increased. The decrease of the lattice site Hg 

makes x and N increase. The decrease of the interstitial Hg increases 
a 

N -N,. Thus both x ana N -N, may be expected to increase with increasing 
a a a a 

bias. Secondly, the higher negative bias will also tend to increase the 

substrate temperature. Because of the vapor pressure of cadmium and tel¬ 

lurium is quite small at 100-200°C, we can assume that the relative 

amounts of these two elements remains constant. Mercury, on the other 

hand, has -a significant vapor pressure at 100°C, and increased tempera¬ 

ture will also cause the mercury content to be less. 

Verying the substrate temperature during deposition showed a trend 

similar to use different subsirate bias. This can also be explained by 

our model using increasing x and N -N.. Here the increase of x and N -N. 
* a d ad 

results purely from the heating effect, and has nothing to do with 
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sputtering. The experimental curve Fig. 5-5 can be compared witn the 

theoretical curves in Fig. 5-13 and 5-14. The results of deposition tem¬ 

perature experiments strongly supports our discussions of the substrate 

bias effect. 

From the resistivity data of Fig. 5-3. ve see resistivity increases 

with increasing bias. There are several reasons for this. First, the cry¬ 

stal structure became worse because of the higher ion energy bombardment 

due to increasing bias ( This was shown by X-ray diffraction measurements 

in table 5-3 ). and tnus. the p type mobility decreases. From mixed con¬ 

duction mechanism in Hg^^Cd^Te, the equation for resistivity is given by 

1 
P = 2  
n.b (5.20) 

From this equation, the resistivity will increase witu decreasing (i^. A 

curve of resistivity versus u with fixed x, N -N., and b is shown in 
p a a 

Fig. 5-15. Secondly, with increasing x. the resistivity increases, and 

witn increasing N -N., the resistivity will also increase over some 
a a 

range. The curves of resistivities versus x and N -N, witu fixed b and.u 
ad p 

both for non-degenerate and degenerate models are shown in Fig. 5-16 and 

5-17. 

The crystal structure of films witn different deposition temperature 

were also studied by X-rays diffraction, which showed the structure 

became better with increasing substrate temperature. This is different 

from the case of increased bias, and should make u increase. This can be 
P 

used to explain the decrease of resistivities ( Fig. 5-6 ). Although the 

increase of x and N -N, will cause the increase of resistivity, it seems 
a a 
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FIG. 5-17 RESISTIVITY VERSUS Na-Nd. 



that the crystal structure is the dominating factor 



CHAPTER 6 

Condos ions 

In oor experiments, we observed carrier type switching from n to p 

type at some critical point in sputtered Hg^^Cd^Te for three different 

factors - measurement temperature, substrate bias and deposition tempera¬ 

ture. From the theoretical model, we also have similar behavior for 

three different parameters - measurement temperature, mole fraction x of 

Cd and impurity concentration N^-N^. 

In attempting to fit the theoretical model to the concentration 

versus temperature curve, it is difficult to determine whether degenerate 

or non-degenerate approximations yield a better fit. In fact, from equa¬ 

tion 5-15 and table 5-7, at higher temperatures, the energy gap is 

larger. But because of the increase of kT, the carrier concentration is 

still within the intrinsic region and Fermi level will move nearer to the 

middle of energy gap. Thus Ec~Ef will increase. Because the choice of 

degenerate vrs non-degenerate consideration is determined by the magni¬ 

tude of E -E./kT, it is difficult to assign with confidence the correct 
c I 

model for our experimental regieme. From Fig. 5-8, it seems if we combine 

these two models and choose the non-degenerate approximation at lower 

temperatures, and degenerate model at higher temperatures, we can get a 

pretty good fit. 

The carrier type switch with increasing negative substrate bias is a 

result of the sputter etching and heating effects on the film. The car¬ 

rier type switch witn increasing deposition temperature is because of 

loss of Hg from the film. The carrier type change with measurement tem¬ 

perature is because n^ increase with increasing measurement temperature. 

When x increases, the energy gap also increases, tnus n^ decreases. The 

77 
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carrier type then switches to p type. When N -N. increases, p increases, 
a a 

and the carrier type switches to p type. From equation 5-12, we can see 

that the switch from p to n type witn decreasing 1/T, z and N^-N^ is also 

because of the high value of electron to hole mobility ratio b. 

Our conclusions regarding heat effects causing an increase in x and 

N -N., and thus causing the film to switch from n to p type can be sup- 
a CL 

ported by Hager's experiment concerning the elimination of the n type 

inversion layer in a p- type sample by heat treatment[12]. The switch 

from n type to p type may be due to the increase of x and N -N., thus can 
a d 

be compared with the experiment of Scott who made several Hg^^Cd^Te 

films with different Nft-Nj, and found that only the samples with smaller 

N -N, had negative Hall coefficient at room temperatures[21]. 
a a 

G. Cohen-Solal found the loss of Hg from the growing layer occurred 

during sputtering, and heating of the substrate also led to considerable 

loss of mercury[5][22]. He did not investigate the electrical properties 

of his films extensively. R. A. Reynolds used non-degenerate statistics 

to match his experimental concentration versus temperature curve to get 

an experession of n^. He also mentioned that one should use mixed conduc¬ 

tion to describe the benavior of p-type Hg^^Cd^Te films[15]. We are the 

only ones who used bias technique to change the properties of Hg^^Cd^Te 

films and have used quantitative experessions of mixed conduction with 

different x ana N -N, to explain the experimental results, 
a d 
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Appendix 

The equation tor the conduction band electron concentration n under 

degenerate conditions was derived by Harman and Stranss who used the Kane 

model to take into account the effects of nonparabolic bands on the sta¬ 

tistical degeneracy, and is as follows : 

3 .3,1/2 3 3 f00 X1/2(X+ÿ^1/2(2X+ÿ)dX 
" 4J(2

V2; lP' Jo l+exp(X-q) 

—8 
where P is the Kane matrix element (=9*10 ev cm ) 

X (variable of integration) = 

K is the wave vector 

} is the reduced energy gap - 

[-Eg-KEg2*^)1'2] 

2kBT 

V 
i) is the reduced Fermi energy measured from the conduction band 

edge - 
V 

The semiempirical expression of Eg of Hg^^Cd^Te was given by Schlickman 

as 

Eg = 1.875(X-0.15)+(1.34-2.44X)10~6T2 

The standard expression for the density of the free holes p in the 

valence band is as follows : 

with the Fermi-Dirac function approximated by 

^l/2<1'+^) " 0.27+eip(n*H 
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Fl/2(t,+f) = 0-667£<n+f)2+1.645]3/4 for n+i<~l 

where m* is the effective mass of hole in the valence hand. In the range 

of x ano T covered here* the hole density never becomes degenerate so 

only the first approximation for the Fermi function was nsed. 

Starting witn the above equations a computer program was written to 

set up various combination of x and T, calculate Eg first, and calculate 

the reduced energy gap $ . Then starting witn an arbitrary q , calculat¬ 

ing p and integrating n, a value of n-p was determined. A root finding 

program was next initiated which adjusted q and repeated the process 

until n-p=0, or n=p=n^. The plot of n^ versus x for various temperatures 

is shown in Fig. 5-11, and of n^ versus 1/T for various x values is in 

Fig. 5-12. 


